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INSPIRATION PROCESS RESULT

Since BMW i is an innovative brand, which can 
break new ground, it can be ahead of its time and 
lead society instead of following it.

After the first research and examination of relevant 
topics, the results were further developed and 
worked out. The system in which the concept takes 
place is defined in more detail based on further 
investigations such as scenario, marketplace 
and target group. The focus is mainly on the 
interior and exterior of the vehicle. In addition, 
an insight into the inspiration and the process of 
aesthetic design is described and illustrated in 
several sketches and renderings. Then the further 
development in 3D and VR (Virtual Reality) is 
shown up to the final digital model.

Architecture and mobility merge together to 
provide space for activities away from both home 
and office.

The densification of people’s living space and the 
delocalisation of the workplace are two of the 
biggest emerging trends in the near future. Society 
is constantly changing with new needs and desires. 
The Internet of Things, new technologies and 
possibilities of autonomous driving enable new 
approaches to redesign the traditional car.
The aim of this project is to rethink mobility and 
especially the car as we know it today. Since it 
has been shown that cars are no longer used 
exclusively as a means of transport, but also as 
mobile space, the image of the car as people know 
it could be redrawn.

iSpace is a system that brings attention to 
the potential new role of the car in the coming 
years. 

iSpace is rather a mobile architecture than a 
conventional car, which means that it is used in 
a completely new and fresh way. The vehicle is 
designed to be used mainly in the static mode 
and offers the possibilities of a mobile space to 
support the flexible and delocalised lifestyle of 
people. In that sense it shows a completely new 
view how a vehicle could look like, while creating 
new kind of benefits to enrich and improve the 
quality of life. iSpace is part of a bigger system 
containing several vehicles to cover different types 
of needs and HUBs, which are the extension of the 
vehicles to various locations in urban areas.

ABSTRACT02
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Shared mobility is one of the biggest mobility 
changes in the recent year. Specially when 
autonomous driving will be implemented in daily 
life it will makes those sharing and renting much 
more flexible and efficient. 

Most people who spend money on car-sharing 
services do so because they have a destination in 
mind. They need transportation, and driving a car 
is an incredibly popular and efficient method of 
travel between two locations. But occasionally, a 
car is not just a mode of travel, but an indoor space 
in a world where indoor spaces are increasingly 
privatized and inaccessible to many people, who 
live in overloaded mega cities. 
The Japanese car-sharing service Orix discovered 
this recently after it found out that many of its 
customers were renting its cars but not driving 
them. As reported by The Asahi Shimbun (Takeho 
Morita, 04.07.2019), the company reviewed mileage 
records and learned that a certain number of 
its vehicles were being returned after having 
“travelled no distance.” Times24 Co., a leading 
automobile-sharing service provider with more 
than 1.2 million registered users, reported the 
same. 
Survey results by other firms show the number 
of customers who rent cars for reasons besides 
driving is steadily rising. NTT Docomo Inc., which 

operates a vehicle-sharing service, found in a 2018 
survey of 400 customers that one out of every 
eight users rented automobiles for purposes other 
than transportation.
The car becomes a space to eat, sleep and think in 
an overloaded and not private environment.

The fact that the car is not only a method to get 
from A to B but mostly offering a third space 
is opening new possibilities to explore what 
“premium mobility” means. Companies which are 
focusing on the premium sector are offering the 
best solution in any case for costumers to create 
additional benefits. In contrast to that luxury is 
often very wasteful and should not be mistaken 
with premium.
To fulfill future needs, mobility should adapt to 
the costumers desires. A car should not only be 
a mode of travel, but an indoor space in a world 
where indoor spaces are increasingly privatized 
and inaccessible to many people. 
With that in mind, what if the car is not seen as a 
car but as a mobile architecture? What if it is first 
designed for it´s parking and then for the driving 
mode? How can its surrounding benefit from 
the vehicle while parked? How can it generate 
additional benefits to meet the desires of the next 
generations by providing a third space?

‘TRAVELED NO DISTANCE’

According to “The Asahi Shimbun”: (Takeho Morita, 
04.07.2019)

“One respondent to the company’s survey 
said they rented vehicles to nap in or use for a 
workspace. Another person stored bags and other 
personal belongings in the rental car when nearby 
coin lockers were full.”

“In the aftermath of the 2011 Great East Japan 
Earthquake and tsunami, rental cars were also 
used to recharge cellphones.”

”I rented a car to eat a boxed meal that I bought 
at a convenience store because I couldn’t find 
anywhere else to have lunch,” said a 31-year-old 
male company employee who lives in Saitama 
Prefecture, close to Tokyo.

“Usually the only place I can take a nap while 
visiting my clients is a cybercafe in front of the 
station, but renting a car to sleep in is just a few 
hundred yen (several dollars), almost the same as 
staying in the cybercafe.”

Image 1: Twitter post by James Riney regarding the survey 
of Japanese car rental companies.

1/8
users rented automobiles 
for purposes other than 
transportation. 

BACKGROUND

(NTT Docomo Inc, 2018) 
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When the author read the statement  ‘Traveled 
no distance’ and the corresponding article of 
“The Asahi Shimbun”, he felt for the first time 
after a while that something could change in the 
traditional automotive industry. Products can be 
designed for a certain purpose, but the way they 
are used is quite hard to control. In this case, it 
clearly shows that there is a need and that a new 
potential arises. It is one of those things, which 
haven´t been considered before. 

The author could gain various experiences 
and knowledge during his studies and several 
internships in design department in the 
automotive industry. He got the chance to work 
on production cars but also on different kinds 
of concepts and show cars to demonstrate new 
approaches and possibilities in the future. The 
most important thing during the design process 
was always to be innovative and find something 
new and fresh to stand out from the competitors, 
which is getting increasingly more difficult.

Since the automotive industry is partly stuck, 
because its unclear in which future it is heading to, 
while new mobility systems are popping up and 
the value of possession is decreasing. In addition 
also a lot is repeated in the design area and it´s 
hardly possible to find any vehicles that can still 
generate a “wow- effect”. The author believes 

that the industry needs new approaches and 
innovations. With this thesis the author doesn’t 
want to design yet another car. The intention is to 
design a vehicle, which makes sense, has an impact 
and creates relevance in the future environment. It 
doesn´t need to be the right answer and solution 
for all problems, but it should be inspiring to think 
different and extend what is known about that 
today. 

As many city concepts, like “Side Walk Labs” or 
“Woven City” are showing, infrastructure and 
society are developing rapidly fast and are 
increasingly affecting the daily lives. Especially 
urban areas, which are extending their car free 
areas. How can a company like BMW still generate 
relevant products in this field without losing 
connection to its costumers? It is necessary to 
think about the role which BMW wants to play in 
the future. This project brings attention to 
a potential new role of the car in the future, while 
considering the challenges and trends that society 
is facing. With BMW i, which is the innovative 
sub-brand of BMW, it is possible to try out new 
and different approaches, to generate inspiring 
products.

PERSONAL MOTIVATION

APPROACH

MOTIVATION

During the process the author will dive, 
especially in the  research phase, into the 
development of future cities and upcoming 
needs for people. He is working together with 
BMW i and the car sharing company ShareNow 
and DriveNow to get first- hand insights, on 
which the creative process is based on. In the 
end, after the exploration and definition of the 
vehicle, the result should be a glimpse into a 
tangible future of mobility and society. 

- Albert Szent Gyorgyi

Innovation 
is seeing what 
everyone has seen 
and thinking what 
nobody has thought.

“
Image 2: Seeing the world from a different angle. Inspring 
aerial photography by Tom Hegen.
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“The world is becoming increasingly urbanized. 
Since 2007, more than half the world’s population 
has been living in cities, and that share is projected 
to rise to 60 per cent by 2030” (UN sustainable 
development goals, 20.10.2016). 

The 11th goal about sustainable cities and 
communities is focusing on how to make cities 
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable until 2030. 
Since one of the biggest trends happening today 
is the densification of living space, it is evident to 
consider new solutions for the urban areas. (The 
Key to Green Cities and Mindsets: Densification
, 08.02.2016) The densification is unstoppable, 
because it helps cities to reduce energy and 
resources. However it is limiting also the personal 
living space of the inhabitants. Especially cars as 
they are known today are only in use for a short 
time during the day. Mainly they are standing still 
and cover necessary space, which can be used 
for other purposes. (Die größte Ineffizienz des 
privaten Pkw-Besitzes: Das Parken, 25.03.2016). 
By rethinking the use case of the car and 
implementing new mobility systems this could 
be evolved. Connected to the same statement, is 
the reduction of the foot print of the vehicles to 
safe resources and not harm the environment, as 
it is described in the 12th SDG. While rethinking 
the actual use case, also the 3rd SDG should 

be considered. Good health and well-being are 
very important in connection to peoples work-
life balance. A flexible and mobile space could 
support peoples delocalised lifestyle and increase 
in that way the life quality. At the same time it 
could  generate new infrastructure to work or 
could be implemented in new city concepts, 
such as “The Urban Village Project” by SPACE10 
& EFFEKT Architects. In that project one of the 
main goals is to show a vision of a sustainable city 
where streets get replaced with pedestrian areas. 
Mobility is integrated seamlessly and breaks up 

RELEVANCE

UNITED NATIONS 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Image 4: “The Urban Village 
Project aims to allow for 
cheaper homes to enter the 
market, make it easier to live 
sustainably and affordably, and 
ensure more fulfilling ways of 
living together. We envision 
that to happen by prioritising 
liveability, sustainability and 
affordability.”

(SPACE10 & EFFEKT Architects, 
04.06.2019)

Image 3: Related United Nations’ sustainable 
development goals for the year 2030.

We know that around 40 percent of the areas 
that will need to be urbanised in 2030 do not 
yet exist; as daunting as the task is, we have 
a blank canvas to explore how we want the 
future of our cities to look like and function.

“
- SPACE10 (IKEA Innovation Lab, 04.06.2019)

the borders existing today between streets and 
sidewalks. With the same principle Woven City 
(BIG architects in cooperation with Toyota) and 
Side Walk Labs show a tangible future, which 
could become reality sooner as people think. 
All those visions might require rethinking of 
the transportation and mobility as it`s known 
today and generate also additional benefits, 
which aren`t known or possible today. In that 
way it could be possible to head into a liveable 
future, while respecting the UN sustainable 
development goals.
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The densification of living space is the key to use 
the full potential of cities to become part of the 
solution to climate change because it encourages 
efficiency and conservation. (The Key to Green 
Cities and Mindsets: Densification, 08.02.2016) To 
keep the efficiency of the city also its infrastructure 
needs to adapt. This fact might lead to new 
mobility concepts for short and long distance, 
but also change the way people are using cars 
nowadays. Already now cities announced that 
they plan to be car free, at least in the urban areas 
(Copenhagenize, 14.05.19) . Copenhagen, Oslo or 
Amsterdam are already pioneers in rethinking the 
streets and pedestrianisation to use the normally 
wasted space in an efficient and sustainable way. 

FUTURE ENVIRONMENT 

Integrated public transport, shared or private 
micro mobility, such as bikes or e-scooter are 
covering most of the needs to get from A to B.

The trend is on going and has been started to 
be implemented in the cities. Louisville isn’t 
the most famous large metropolis in the United 
States, but it´s one of the first smart cities to 
implement the IFTTT platform, which stands for 
“If this then that”. Furthermore the Internet of 
Things (IoT) provides solutions for smart lighting, 
smart traffic management, waste management and 
intelligent building management, which helps f.e. 
Copenhagen to be carbon neutral by 2025. (BMW-
Innovation, 17.12.2019)

However many companies started to think further 
and tried to generate areas where that way of 
thinking is already part from the beginning on. 
Especially the concept designed by the Danish 
architecture studio BIG is showing a holistic 
approach to the future city, which should become 
reality already in 2021. (BIG, 07.01.2020)

Image 5: The bikes as the winning personal mobility sytem in 
Amsterdam, Netherlands

RESEARCH

DENSIFICATION IS KEY

Image 6: Woven City is Toyota´s 
attempt to create a sustainable 
and efficient ecosystem. The 
concept has been done in 
cooperation with BIG and  
presented at the CES 2020
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The car has been one of the most important 
inventions regarding individual mobility. However, 
since the middle of the 19th century, it has hardly 
developed in its core function. Unlike the car, the 
electronics and technologies are developing very 
fast, which in turn has an impact on the car. This 
applies above all to autonomous driving, which 
affects the entire industry. It could revolutionise 
car sharing systems and allow new use cases 
and riding experiences. Currently autonomous 
transportation systems are still in the process of 
testing and researching, but they could soon be 
part of the everyday life. First autonomous buses 
might be introduced in big cities for public or 
individual mobility like taxi services. However 
those vehicle could find soon application in long 
distance transportation or other specific use cases. 
In that autonomous car future the conventional car 
industry has to reorganize and restructure itself to 
meet the desires of the upcoming generation.

First and main factor is the relationship between 
cars and people. Besides that, it is also the 
perception of vehicles and there purpose which 
let people start to rethink the role of the car. It 
is changing dramatically fast as it can already be 
noticed today. Status could soon be defined by 
experiences and no longer by possession. Future 
cars should enable and enrich those experiences.

This project can also be seen as an attempt to 
break the traditional view of cars and showing 
the full potential of autonomous cars by creating 
additional benefits to enrich peoples lives. 
Following the design principle of Louis Sullivan 
“Form Follows Function” (“The Tall Office Building 
Artistically Considered.”, 1896). What if the car 
would be invented today? Probably it would look 
completely different from what society is used 
to and most likely it would also contain other 
purposes than driving. 

RESEARCH

WHAT IF THE CAR BECOMES 
A MOBILE ARCHITECTURE ?

this case, not the destination is the aim, but the 
use of the vehicle itself is in focus. Cars could 
enlarge people´s personal space in the city and 
become anything people want them to be: a gym, 
beauty salon or a mobile office. If the home is 
the “first space” and our work place the “second 
space”, our cars could accordingly become our 
“third space”. 

Most companies seem to have noticed the shift of 
how people are perceiving cars now and started to 
think what the future of cars could be. Especially 
in the urban areas where mobility is seen as a 
service to get from A to B, while the car is creating 
a temporary private room in which companies try 
to enrich the ride. With the upcoming technologies 
and possibilities in urban areas and infrastructures 
also new use cases are popping up for integrating 
mobile rooms or architectures in the system.  In 

Image 7: The self-driving supermarket in Shanghai 
drives autonomously in the city. Customers can 
locate “Moby” via app and buy fresh products, 
magazines or shoes. (Globetrender, 03.03.2018)
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Industrial Revolutions can change various social 
structures and have always huge impact on 
the way we live. 65% of the children entering 
education today will end up in careers that don´t 
exist yet (World Economic Forum, Future of jobs 
report 2016). Humanity have progressed from 
Society 1.0, a hunting and gathering society to an 
agricultural society, which is called Society 2.0. 
After that Society 3.0 introduced the industrial 
society, which was followed by Society 4.0, an 
information based society. Now the shift to Society 
5.0 is happening. A new human-centred society 
where the virtual world and the physical world 
are coming together in sophisticated ways to 

drive economic development while solving social 
issues. While the Fourth Revolution was towards 
dehumanization, technology and innovation 
come back in the Fifth Revolution as a service for 
humanity, to create a unit between humans and 
machines.

Forbes contributor Lawrence Wintermeyer 
highlighted (Forbes, 31.01.2019): 

“I am most often asked what the next ‘smart 
money’ tech trend is in fintech. I am now happy 
to report it is not blockchain, bitcoin, or AI. It is 
humanity.”

RESEARCH

FIFTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

Image 8/ Image 9: #ChangeYourPerception. The BMW 
i Interaction EASE concept teases interactive materials 
in the future car interior.

In the 5th Industrial Revolution it is about 
collecting all the information used in the physical 
world and transferring it to the digital world using 
technology such as sensors. All the data is then 
analysed by computers and than applied in various 
forms to our social activities in the physical world.
New technology such as artificial intelligence, the 
Internet of Things (IoT) or 5G have an incredible 
impact here. They are not only influencing 
our daily social life but they are also helping 
to fight climate change by reducing general 
carbon emissions. The Fourth and Fifth Industrial 
Revolution will work in parallel, while the 4th is 

developing the technology and the 5th is defining 
the ethics and impact on society. (Pratik Gauri, 
World Economic Forum, 16.05.2019)

The Fifth Industrial Revolution asks the question 
of how we can make the world “better” rather than 
just “more efficient” or “more productive”. (metro.
co.uk, 10.06.2019)

Image 10: Timeline of the industrial revolution by 5th 
Element Group (2019)
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Traditional offices have rarely been known as 
places that prioritize health over function. However 
it is something that is becoming increasingly 
more important in the professional working. Co-
working operators know this, for which reason it is 
expected to see more shared places with a focus 
on healthy working environments.

The co-working market continues to grow, develop 
and change how people work and cooperate in 
the future. In the beginning the concept of a co-
working space was mainly focusing on freelancers 
and entrepreneurs. However it became a space to 

meet, hang out and co-work also in the traditional 
industry. In the upcoming years the market will 
continue to grow, with the number of co-working 
spaces predicted up to 49,500 by 2022, compared 
to just 26,000 in 2017 (Workdesign Magazine, 
19.12.2019). Following are some the most important 
trends shaping co-working spaces in the upcoming 
years:

Shared office spaces are no longer just for one-
man-companies or freelancers. For example 
the co-working agency WeWork found out that 
its corporate customers with 1,000 employees 

RESEARCH

THE MOVE TOWARDS HOLISTIC HEALTH

Image 11: Open co-working spaces are becoming more 
and more popular.

Image 12: Norway. Since the opening in 2017 the “slice 
of heaven” is offering a tranquil space to relax, create 
and be creative. There’s also a tiny cathedral, which its 
designers call “the thinking box.”

Image 13: Space10 (IKEA Innovation Lab), Office on 
wheels concept

doubled last year (Allwork., 19.03.18). 
Big corporations like Starbucks, Salesforce, 
Microsoft, Bank of America and Facebook are 
cooperating with WeWork. According to Gensler 
(U.S. Workplace Survey 2019), 14 percent of 
corporate workers now use co-working spaces 
on a regular basis. One of the biggest motivators 
for companies utilizing co-working spaces is on 
one side to have additional space when needed 
to save money and on the other side to generate 
a differnent working enviroment. These shared 
spaces on average save companies around 25 
percent compared to leased properties (Allwork 
Church, 19.03.18) .

Another big trend is the incrising number of 
coworking spaces, which are combining working 
with other activities such as yoga classes, 
mediation rooms or even gyms and climbung halls, 
like the co-working office “Brooklyn Boulders”. It’s 
all part of a trend to merge working with personal 
well-being that not only increses life quality, but in 
the end also work efficiency.

Next to public co-working spaces also retreat 
areas are popping up recently to provide a 
creative and calm environment for artist and other 
professionals to relax and generate fresh and new 
ideas. Those builngs can be found more often in 
rural locations, like the “slice of heaven” in Norway 
(New Nordic Houses, Dominic Bradbury, 2019).
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BRAND OVERVIEW

BMW is one of the worlds leader in the automotive 
industry, which´s success is mainly build on the 
strong brand loyalty of it´s clients. To try out 
new progressive innovations and technologies, 
such as the i3 or i8, BMW established the i brand, 
which tries to implement successful ideas into 
the core vehicles of the BMW portfolio. The 
brand’s innovations create emotion, enthusiasm, 
fascination and thrills, which leads the BMW 
Group to be the only automobile and motorcycle 
manufacturer worldwide to focus all its brands on 
the premium segment. 

Here are two statements from BMW how the 
company places BMW i on the market:

BMW i

- “BMW i represents a holistic and ground-breaking 
approach that is redefining sustainable premium 
mobility – combining electric drives, innovative 
materials and technologies in revolutionary 
concepts for the future.”

- “BMW i is our incubator for visionary mobility: 
It's where the major future technologies come 
together for the first time. In addition to 
electromobility, autonomous driving, high-end 
connectivity and digital services are combined 
in BMW i to show how we’ll be travelling in the 
future, before these technologies are implemented 
in the other BMW Group brands.” 

Image 14: The concepts of BMW i3 (left) and BMW 
i8 (right) are first cars presented by BMW i

Personal opinion how the sub-brand BMW i should 
evolve in the future: 

With the development of the electric drive train 
and its focus on performance, BMW i was unique 
at that time. However since those technologies 
aren´t outstanding anymore, BMW is moving closer 
and closer to the main BMW brand. In comparrison 
BMW M has always been representative of 
performance and driver focuse. It´s very strong and 
can be distinguished from the rest.  

What makes BMW i special? - It´s the fact that 
BMW i can break new ground and develop new 
directions, which the main BMW brand can´t do. 
BMW i can be ahead of its time and lead society 
instead of following it.

“BMW i offers sustainable, customer-oriented 
mobility solutions without sacrifice. Visionary 
BMW i electric vehicles lead the way in alternative 
drive trains, lightweight design and aerodynamics.” 
(BMW Group, Brand and Service) However the 
electric drive train, “lightweight design” and 
aerodynamics are basically already integrated 
into “normal” BMWs. “Costumer-oriented” is also 
a very generalized term that can also be found in 
BMW. Rather, it is sustainable (related to nature 
and people), which makes BMW i unique. But to 
stand out even more from the rest of the company, 
especially from BMW M, “human-focused” should 
be added to the core values of BMW i. A brand 

NEXT

Image 15/ Image 16: BMW iNext 
concept (2018) shows a hint how the 
BMW i brand could evolve

for people who car about other people and the 
world we live in to create a new innovative and 
sustainable value of premium within the BMW 
Group. 

(Pieter Nota,Member of the Board of Management 
of BMW AG, Customer, Brands, Sales)

(BMW Group, Brand and Service)
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BENCHMARKING

Vehicle Architecture

Delivery

People

focus on stationary use

focus on goods
focus on accom

m
odating people

focus on transport

FOCUS
AREA

As described in “Scenario” the urban areas will 
give access only to a certain type of vehicles. The 
following graph shows an overview of current 
vehicles and concepts.

Image 25

Image 17

Image 19

Image 18

Image 10

Image 21

Image 26

Image 27

Image 22

Image 24

Image 23

Image 28

HEALTH
• doctor
• pharmacy
• first-aid

RELAX
• recover
• reading
• chill-out
• thinking

ENTERTAINMENT
• cinema
• gaming
• exhibition

WORK
• office
• meeting
• workshops

CAFÉ
• restaurant
• eat/drink
• meet

SHOP
• supermarket
• goods

HOTEL
• sleeping 

possibility
• shower

EXTENDED 
INFRASTRUCTURE:
• Garden
• Storage space
• Education
• governmental

BMW
OFFER

FOCUS
AREA

Stationary services, which could be part of a future 
BMW service (red) and the focus area (blue) of the 
concept “iSPACE”.
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The first space is the personal living space 
where people spend most of the day. Due to the 
increasing trend towards the densification of this 
so-called first space, the personal living space gets 
restricted. As a result of this densification, rents 
in urban centres are also increasing, which leads 
many to share an apartment.

The so-called second space primarily affects the 
workplace. Also here is an inevitable trend towards 
delocalisation. People are no longer forced 
to drive to work every day. Remotely working, 
freelancing, and flex hours are becoming the norm.

Last but not least the cars are becoming the 
3rd space. As the statistics in Japan (pag. 11) 
show, vehicles are not used exclusively for 
transportation. Rather, it is a mobile space where 
you can relax, work and meet.

For this reason, the car can be seen as a possible 
solution and extension for the former trends. 
The potential of the vehicles gets also extremely 
increased by autonomous driving and creates new 
business fields. However the mobility of space 
generates also additional benefits regarding the 
personal life and life quality. Flexible working 

RESEARCH CONCLUSION

BENEFITS OF PERSONAL MOBILE SPACE

POTENTIAL 
for cars to extend 
personal living space & 
support delocalisation of 
working place

DENSIFICATION OF SPACE DELOCALISATION OF SPACE MOBILITY OF SPACE

Image 29/ Image 30/ Image 31 are showing the 
increasing trends regarding first, second and third 
space.

Image 32/ Image 33/ Image 34/ Image 35: are showing 
an overview of the potential of a mobile space and its 
benefits.

in new places for example can demonstrably 
increasing creativity and thus lead to more 
effective work (Creativepool, 28.08.2019). 
Furthermore, a closed personal space could 
enable a much more comfortable feeling and a 
less stressed environment. Ultimately, it is also 
the mobility itself that makes people’s lives more 
flexible and connected to society. All of those 
points together increase the quality of life and 
extend the personal life of people.

NEW PLACES PERSONAL ROOM MOBILITY
LIFE QUALITYSUPPORT CREATIVITY PRIVATE & INTIMATE FLEXIBLE & CONNECTED

“Flexible workspace culture is promoting a 
lifestyle, not just a place to do business.

BCA executive director, 
Business Centre Association

- Jennifer Brooke
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DESIGN BRIEF

With this project the author is aiming to a certain 
output as a end result. In the follwing paragraph his 
goals and wishes are described: 

As mentioned in “Personal Motivation” the author 
doesn’t want to design yet another car. With this 
thesis he wants to design a vehicle, which makes 
sense, has an impact and creates relevance in 
the future environment. The project should be 
inspiring and show a glimpse into a tangible future 
of mobility and society in the year 2030. In that 
way the end result should generate a “WOW 
effect” and let people rethink how we use cars 
today and what could be possible in the future. 
To achieve that a close cooperation with internal 
experts is necessary to get additional insights and 
input from the industry.

To get the best experience of the project at the 
final degree show the author is aiming for a virtual 
reality experience to get a first hand impression 
of the vehicle and world in which it is positioned. 
Connected to that the focus of the final output 
is an animation, which shows the concept, design 

and use case in an emotional and barnstorming 
way. Dipending on the process of the project and 
time spent on VR and animation, also an additional 
abstract scale model to show an overview of the 
vehicle in its scenario.

The aim is to create a project to be proud of, 
which generates a WOW factor and extends the 
authors portfolio and other projects done so far. 
Further the design process should extend the 
authors current knowledge in realtime render 
engines, animations, virtual reality experiences and 
storytelling.

Additionally to the final output goals the author is 
trying to have an organized, healthy and balanced 
work-life ratio during the spring semester to be 
motivated and have fun developing the project.

- Milton Glaser

There are three responses to 
a piece of design - yes, no 

and WOW!
Wow is the one to aim for.

“
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The delocalisation of work is one of the upcoming 
trends, which could have massive impact on 
peoples everyday life.
The iSpace concept is particularly suitable for 
cities in Central Europe. The infrastructure is very 
strong and well developed so that autonomous 
vehicles can move around in the foreseeable 
future. On the other hand, the population density 
is not yet so high that a system like iSpace can be 
implemented.
It is not only changing how and where we work, 
but it is giving back new life time and increasing 
life quality. The system however can only work 
when people have also financial advantages. The 
mobile office may be cheaper than people might 
think, as the labor costs associated with driving 
will disappear and there will be no costs to rent an 
expensive office.
Another approach that different kind of mobile 
office concepts follow, is the creation of changing 
backgrounds to relieve business boredom. This 
approach helps to create a distance to a topic and 
to think freely again. 

SYSTEM / SERVICE

iSPACE - MOBILE OFFICE

is focusing on long distance business 
traveling. By providing differnet areas in 
the vehicle it has many advantages in 
comparison to the airplane.

is the mobile office solution for 
short and middle long distances. It 
contains all specifications to privide a 
confortable working environment.

is a personal and small office extension. 
It provides the essentials to work.

BMW iSPACE

BMW iWORK

BMW iTRAVEL

the map is showing the closed 
streetsystems in certain areas, 

which are connected with 
each other.

The BMW mobile office system should contain 
three different types of vehicles, focusing on 
specific use cases and different amount of 
passengers. This project will focus on “BMW 
iSPACE” for further development:

BMW is known for its driving orientated cars and 
for selling them to private and wealthy costumers. 
However nearly half of all new cars are sold to 
businesses and used as company cars. That shows 
a possibility to implement a premium segment in 
mobile working solutions.
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The system is based on short or long time renting. 
The user gets access through shared office spaces, 
which is providing the vehicle.

The vehicle itself is designed in a way to have its 
main focus on the stationary use to generate as 
much benefit as possible. The so called HUBs 
are small buildings, located in different areas 

BMW “iSPACE” is a mobility system focusing on 
the extension of the personal space.

SYSTEM / SERVICE

BMW

access to hubs
Shared Office

Space

short or long time renting 

mobile space HUB

sells cars

freelancers company

ABO

in the city, suburbs and on countryside and can 
also be seen as meeting points. They are used to 
fill the gaps between the vehicle and a building 
by offering access to toilets, garbage facilities 
or a possibilities to refill everything in the car. 
Furthermore the HUBs are also used as charging 
stations, backup batteries in certain areas, 5G 
hotspot or space for public events.

city

suburbs

country
-side

charging backup 
battery

toilets

garbage refill hotspot gastronomy

public 
events

5G

Due to the fact that the vehicle is mainly 
in use when it is not driving. also the main 
focus of the purpose is shifted to the 
parking mode.

70%>
PARKING

DRIVING
30%
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home screen set up meetings and 
invite people

select and reserve 
your favourite spot

adjust all the settings 
in the car such as 
temperature, volume 
or light

APP

All the communication with the vehicle and 
system is done by the personal device, voice 
control or facial recognition

HUB

With the app it is also possible to 
reserve a spot at one of the HUBs, 
which are located in various places 
in the city and on countryside. 
Since those buildings are charging 
stations for the vehicles in the 
system, the idea of creating a 
formal extension in both ways is 
quite close. Together they create 
a formal unit. Still it should have 
a small footprint and also give 
something back to the city. 

Image 39: inspirational image by Chris Labrooy, 
CGI artist, which shows a unreal, but fascinating 
integration of a vehicle in an architecture.

FORMAL UNIT
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The main target group are the digital and urban 
nomads. Those are the people, who don’t want 
to be forced to live and work in a certain place. 
They love personal freedom and spontaneity. The 
majority of digital nomads work as freelancers 
or are self-employed, which makes this lifestyle 
possible.
The jobs of digital nomads are very diverse. 
Many operate websites or blogs and monetize 
the content through advertising or the sale of 
digital products. The operation of information 
portals, online communities and forums also 

Digital & Urban Nomads delocalised working

TARGET GOUP

Short overview of a tngible future city 
environment in which the concept takes 
place

belongs to this category. Others work as authors or 
translators. A large number of digital nomads are 
active in online marketing, affiliate marketing or 
e-commerce. Technical professions such as graphic 
designers, web designers or software developers 
are also well suited for this. Others earn their living 
through project-related work, consulting services 
or lectures. These rarely require a specific location. 
Many photographers are among the digital 
nomads. Digital nomads often work with WiFi 
from cafés, co-working spaces, hostels and other 
locations.

Image 40/ Image 41/ Image 42: Inspirational images 
shwing the lifestyle of the target group

SCENARIO STORIES

Construction

Future Construction Place

Meeting

Sonja is working as an architect in a bigger 
architecture studio, which renting one vehicle 
to offer a working possibility for its employees 
directly next to the construction.

The vehicle organises the commute and offers 
already during the commute the possibility to 
prepare for the work. At the first destination Sonja 
is checking the current status of the construction 
and updates all the documents and 3D files. After a 

ARCHITECT STUDIO1

couple of hours she drives to the next construction 
where she has a meeting to discuss the further 
process. After having lunch, the last stop of the 
day is a new project, which has not stated yet, 
but Sonja wants to get already a feeling of the 
environment. Therefore she spends the rest of 
the day a the field to develop first designs, while 
getting inspired by the surrounding. At the end of 
the day she returns to her main office.

1h

1h

1h

1 1/2h

Architecture Studio

Architecture Studio

ARCHITECT

SONJA, 43

uses the vehicle as 
part time office 

works in an 
architecture studio 
, which owns the 
vehicle

creative, chaotic,
mindful

ADVANTAGES

• saves time
• possibility to 

work directly at 
construction

• brings her to 
inspiring places

• increases quality 
of work

Driving

Parking

1h

2h

3h

Different stories to show various use cases 
of the vehicles
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Henrik already retired from his job long time ago 
and uses his time now to write a book. 

He lives in a nice and big apartment in the city, 
but his neighbourhood is as silent as he wishes. 
Therefor he find hard life to be concentrated 
to work on his book. For that reason and the 
advantages of the vehicle, he decided to rent 
on for 3 weeks. The autonomous driven vehicle 
offers him also a new way of mobility, since he 

WRITER2

has no license anymore and public transport are 
often opstacles. In addition the mobility of his 
room allows him to drive directly to locations 
to meet people for interviews or to do research. 
The advantage is that he can directly process it 
further in the iSPACE. On his last trip he also used 
the possibility to spend some inspiring hours on 
country side to continue writing.

SCENARIO STORIES

WRITER

Henrik, 80

uses the vehicle as 
full time office

writes a book and 
uses the car to get 
to different places, 
having interviews 
and to have a silence 
place to write.

Henrik´s apartment

Henrik´s apartment

10min
3h

2h

4h

1 1/2 h

1 h

1/2 h

writes on his book, 
checking news, does 
research

meets a farmer to do a 
interview for his book

stops at a cafe and 
works later again on his 
book while enjoying 
the sun.

ADVANTAGES

• private work 
environment

• flexibility
• enables mobility

Driving

Parking

meeting with client

Tom is a freelance app developer and uses the 
subscription service of “iSPACE”

He lives in a small shared flat in the city and uses 
the vehicle as his office. Since he is living together 
with other people he can not use his room as 
his office to invite clients or having meetings. 
Therefore he uses the vehicle as his mobile office 
to meet clients and to have a closed working 

FREELANCER3

environment without getting disturbed. To think 
freely he is often driving to his favourite place on 
countryside next to a lake. That is the place where 
he can relax and develop new ideas. On the way 
home he picks up a friend and they use the car to 
hang out, have some drinks and listen to music. 
Late in the evening the car brings Tom back home 
and searches for a parking slot during the night.

1 1/2h

1h

30 min

30 min

picks up a friand on the way 
home & they hang out

works next to a lake & spends 
the rest of his day there

Tom´s apartment

Tom´s apartment
FREELANCER

TOM, 29

uses the vehicle as full 
time office 

works as freelance 
app developer and 
lives in a small shared 
apartment in the city

creative, organised, 
explorer

ADVANTAGES

• private work 
environment

• flexibility
• small footprint
• is not restricted by 

place where he lives

Driving

Parking

1h

5h

3h
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FIRST PACKAGE

FIRST PACKAGE

1600 mm

2100 mm

4000 mm

WORK IN PROGRESS I 27.02.20

MASTER THESIS I TRANSPORTATION DESIGN

SIMON KAFMANN

Further development of the exterior theme and 
refinement of the surface treatment.

SPHERE TYRES (Goodyear, 07.03.2017)

In 2016 the American tyre manufacturer Goodyear 
unveiled the concept of a spherical tyre with 
special features to make driverless cars safer and 
increase the smoothness while driving.

The Eagle-360 tyre concept is based on the 
principles of magnetic levitation (maglev), which is 

already in use in the train industry. Each spherical 
tyre would be suspended from the car by magnetic 
fields and increases in the way the comfort for the 
passengers, but also reduce at the same time noise. 
However the most important advantage is the 
omnidirectional moving capability for vehicles.

Sphere tires

Battery pack

Since the trend is to give space back to the 
urban areas, also the vehicle has to respect that. 
Therefore the  overall goal for the dimensions 
of the vehicle is to keep the footprint as small 
as possible. On the other side the interior space 
should also be welcoming and spacious to feel 
comfortable. The reference car in this case is the 
BMW i3, which is a small and compact city car. 

To archive the necessary dimensions, the 
wheelbase needs to be shorten and the interior 
hight extended to allow a upright access end use 
of the interior space. The reference for the hight 
was the average size of commonly used room 
doors. 

BRAIN CORAL

NATURAL SPONGE

FOAM

Due to the sphere tyres a lot of space in the 
bottom area of the vehicle can be saved. In 
addition to the extended hight of the vehicle 
also the point of gravity needs to be adjusted 
to guarantee a safe and secure commuting. The 
solution is the heavy battery pack , which is 
positioned at the lowest possible point of the 
vehicle.

Furthermore to solve the problem of ground hight 
differences in urban areas, the suspension is used 
to adjust the vehicle in a horizontal position.

Image 43: Construction of the sphere tyre 
concept of Goodyear.
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EARLY IDEATION

LOOP 1

The first phase of the ideation was mostly about 
exploring how far the exterior design needs to 
go to not be seen as a way of transport but as 
a mobile space. Normally a the design of a car 
is defined by its dynamic, however this is the 
opposite what the vehicle should express.

FRIENDLY CLEAN

POLIGONAL

semi-transparency and 
volumes add a safe and 
private feeling

Image 44/ Image 45/ Image 46: 
Mood and inspiration images.

CONCLUSION

After the first ideation phase it became clear 
that it is only possible to develop a new type of 
vehicle by getting rid of classic elements of the 
traditional vehicle and supplementing them with 
iconic elements that define the new vehicle class.
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IDEATION 2ND LOOP

The second loop was about reduction. What is really 
necessary and how to transform the first appearance 
into an iconic and recognizable shape. The main 
inspiration came from the architectural world.

Image 47: Mood image

KEYSKETCH
semi-transparency and 
volumes add a safe and 
private feeling

INSPIRATION
clean and precise surfaces 
to create a misterious and 
fascinating apearance
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IDEATION

Further development of the exterior theme and 
refinement of the surface treatment to generate 
a friendly but confident character.

Image 48: handbag character - not to big, 
but can fit everthing

FRONT DESIGN THEME 
Keysketch for the front theme, which combines 
clean and with precise cuts and graphical 
elements. Since this vehicle does not require the 
same amount of cooling as a conventional car, 
the sense of having the famous kidneys only as 
graphical elements is not really understandable. 
Therefore the approach was to introduce new 
formal elements and create a brand connection 
throw the quality and treatment of the design. 
The same way as it is already common in the tech 
industry .
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“Flexible workspace culture is promoting a 
lifestyle, not just a place to do business.

- Jennnifer Brooke
BCA executive director, 
Business Centre Association

INTERIOR CONCEPT

Main concept for the layout for the interior 
architecture

WORK

Image 49/ Image 50/ Image 51: Pictures showing 
varios ways and positions how people work

The working area of the interior got inspired from 
the way how people work in a modern office. 
It´s mainly about flexibility of the position while 
working. Standing table became already a norm in 
many offices. Therefore it will also find place in the 
interior architecture.

“People sometimes need to take themselves 
away to a quiet or private space.

- Rachel Shepherd
organisation development 
and human resources senior 
manager, Toyota

RELAX
Image 52/ Image 53/ Image 54: are showing 
varios ways and positions how people work

The second area of the interior is representing the 
retreat area, where people go to think and relax. 
This area is much more private and generates a 
cosy and save environment, where people can feel 
comfortable.

COSY
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INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

The overall the goal of the interior design is to 
create a feeling of a cosy cabin, where people 
can retreat and fell comfortable With the help of 
the layout, room and use of different materials 
it´s possible to generate two completely different 
appearances in a small space to underline the 
main interior concept.

Image 55/ Image 56/ Image 57: Mood images to generate a 
certain feeling for the interior

When there is only little space the door will slide 
to open. However when there is enough space 
around the vehicle the doors can rotate and in that 
way the doors are visually extending the personal 
area to the outside. That´s also when the main 
feature of the sofa comes in action. By sliding out 
of the vehicle the person gets a completely new 
experience, which offers a new view, feelings and 
support for creativity.

Image 58: “Space whereever you want”. Mood image 
to express exactly that feeling. Project done by 
Bermeisterwolf, Villnöss in Italy.
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INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

Image 59/ Image 60: cosy 
cabin feeling with iconic, clean 
and defined formal elements

Keysketches of the interior design 
development.

WORK RELAX
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1680

3D DEVELOPMENT

After the first ideation phase the author 
transferred early ideas in 3D to get further 
understanding of the right dimensions of the 
vehicle. This analysis was crucial to define the 
layout of the interior and positioning the features. 
In that way, a target-oriented and efficient design 
process was possible.

The 3D development was mainly done in Maya and 
Rhino 6, combined with VR applications in Vred.

CAD development in Maya and VR.

Final 3D occlusion model of 
the exterior and Interior of the 
vehicel. 
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FINAL DESIGN

Final exterior renderings of iSPACE.

The final design of iSPACE creates a neutral and friendly 
appearance. Clean and calm surfaces, combined with a sharp 
treatment of the edges give a simple but stable character.
Big glas areas on the side and on the top give an open and 
lightweight feeling, which help to integrate itself into its 
surroundings.
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FINAL DESIGN

Final exterior renderings of iSPACE.

The clean and simple frame creates 
a lightweight, but also protective 
appearance of the vehicle.

delivery box and 
additional trunk

air intake

vehicle number

air outlet
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FINAL DESIGN

Final interior design and CMF of iSPACE.

The typical accent color from BMW is usually 
blue. However, since this color emphasizes the 
dynamics of the vehicles, it is out of place in 
this case. For this reason, the blue is replaced 
with a slight red hue, which creates an inviting 
and friendly atmosphere. Together with 
various warm grey tones and black details, a 
pleasant and welcoming room atmosphere is 
created.

soft-flower red cosiness

light-warm grey openness

technical black

semi-transparency

stability

trust

Image 61/ Image 62/ Image 63/ Image 64: mood pictures 
showing the final CMF strategy of the interior

The cosy cabin feeling with iconic, clean and 
defined formal elements, creates a friendly and 
welcoming appearance. The line, created by 
the hard transition between the red and grey is 
pointing towards the entry, which is emphasising 
the opening and welcoming gesture.
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FEATURES

Sliding sofa creates a further 
use case on the outside.

smooth and simple movement transforms 
the vehicle in the parking mode.

“People sometimes need to take themselves 
away to a quiet or private space.

- Rachel Shepherd
organisation development and human 
resources senior manager, Toyota

A place where you can rest and collect energy is 
just as important as a good work table. The sofa is 
ideal for this and is the so-called retreat area in the 
vehicle. In addition, the sofa is the standard seat 
when the vehicle moves because it corresponds to 
the sitting hight of a conventional car seat and is 
equipped with a seat belt.
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FEATURES

Designated working area with smart 
table and seat. “Flexible workspace culture is promoting a 

lifestyle, not just a place to do business.
- Jennnifer Brooke
BCA executive director, 
Business Centre Association

The designated working area in the interior is 
equipped with a smart desk, which is able to 
switch in one simple movement between a sitting 
and a standing table. The seat adjust itself and 
follows accordingly. Furthermore the micro-suction 
wall and additional display support the creative 
work flow of the user. If needed it´s also possible to 
extend the desk to enlarge the working surface.

optional desk extension

micro-suction wallhanger

wardrobe
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FEATURES

Special and unique features of the vehicle. in 
parking mode the vehicle is lowering itself to 
allow a comfortable access and in case of ground 
differences it adjust itself to compensate.

backlit surfaces for front and 
rear light

smart door with integrated 
display for information and 
welcoming

rotating doors - extend 
private space to the 
outside

sliding door - enables 
space saving entry/exit
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ILLUMINATION

Illuminiation concept of 
the interior and exterior.

Lighting is just as important as the design and CMF 
of the interior. Successful illumination can arouse 
emotions or help you concentrate better.

The interior of iSpace contains two main lights, 
on the one hand the direct work lighting above 
the table and on the other hand the ambient light 
between the wardrobe and the sofa, which makes 
the two areas stand out even more.

ambient light directional lightswitchable privacy glass

Exterior illumination creates a feeling 
of safety in its environment. The backlit 
surfaces are also used for the welcoming 
light effects.
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HUB

Final architecture of the HUB, which has 
been described on page 37.

The HUB is a place to meet, co-work and 
relax. A building for people, which located 
in various places in urban areas. Each 
HUB can be individual and adjusted to its 
location and surrounding. The HUB, shown 
on the images is an example of how the 
building  could look like. The vehicle can 
connect to the charging point in the ground 
floor. In the first floor is a open space for 
meetings, working or events.

The design of the HUB is a formal 
extension of the vehicle, which is 
particularly evident in the metal 
and glass surfaces. As soon as the 
vehicle connects to the building, 
these complement each other. 
The vehicle gives the HUB formal 
stability and balance.

Due to the many offers and 
expanded uses of the HUB (page: 
37), the building creates a new 
sort of meeting point and co-
working space.
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CONTEXT VISUALISATION

Scenario of the final vehicle in its environment.

A small footprint allows a space saving parking in 
crowded areas. Do to the spherical tires the vehicle 
can easily manoeuvre between obstacles and other 
cars.

Delivery Box

At the rear of the vehicle are two trunk 
areas. Depending on the scenario, these 
can be used as an extra storage room or 
been unlocked to receive packages. In 
this case the hatch can be opened by the 
shipping company. A light animation shows 
the status.

Smart Glass

Since the vehicle will be in use in urban 
areas it is also important that it creates 
a save and comfortable environment. To 
keep the privacy of the user, a smart film 
on the glass controls the transparency of 
the window. 
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CONTEXT VISUALISATION

Scenario of the final vehicle in its environment.

Architects are one of the suitable costumer 
groups of the vehicle. Since their work is 
related to many different places and use cases, 
they have a delocalised working environment, 
as it is described in the scenario no.1 (pag.41).

The vehicle is used like a mobile office and 
provide the necessary equipment to work 
directly next to the construction area.

Retreat Area

Being at your favourite place, where people fell 
comfortable and save, can have a huge impact 
on the mood and health. iSpace could be used 
as a personal retreat place at any accessible 
location. In that way the vehicle creates new 
type of freedom and life style.

Autonomy

Since the vehicle is capable of autonomous 
driving level 5, also the ride could be used 
for other activities. People can relax, read a 
book or prepare themselves for work related 
things like meetings.
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FINAL PACKAGE

4000 mm

1600 mm

adjustable seat

rail for adjustable 
table

board computer

sphere tires & 
suspension

direct working light

frame

interior ambient light

shoe compartment

battery pack

wardrobe mechanism

Final package and measurements of the 
vehicle in comparison with the BMW i3.

2250 mm

1610 mm

3260 mm
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The main motivation during this project, which the 
author tried to keep in the various phases of the 
work, was to rethink and to elaborate something 
new and useful in the quite conventional car 
industry, as he described in the motivation (pag. 
12). This way of thinking however was quite difficult 
in the beginning. Since in that phase it was unclear 
in which direction the project was heading to, it 
was very difficult to have conversations with other 
people. Convincing arguments were needed to 
argue, until others saw the potential and new 
possibilities. That changed, when more material 
was elaborated, which could be used to describe 
the ideas. It showed once again how important 
powerful visualisations are for the communication 
of complex visions. The author thinks that art is 
speaking the necessary language of emotions. 
Especially in presentations and discussions, 
the emotional impact of art in sketches and 
visualisation are inevitable to communicate the 
mood and feelings of an idea. Often people have 
personal connections to something and with 
art it´s possible to trigger those. As a result the 
communication of design is much more powerful 
and successful.

CONCLUSION06 In the ideation phase it was about searching 
for new sources of inspiration, which could 
transfer the main ideas the best way. The mix of 
architecture and vehicle however isn´t something 
people are used to, which made it challenging to 
make decisions on subjective options. Especially 
the evaluation of the design in the ideation 
phase was very difficult, since there are no real 
competitors or concepts around to compare with. 
By trying and playing around, while keeping the 
main purpose in mind, the process lead finally to 
a successful keysketch. For sure the design is not 
resolved into the last detail, but it is able to let 
people think and rethink how a vehicle could and 
should look like. That´s was one of the goals, which 
in the end the concept iSPACE is able to achieve. 
Especially in consideration of upcoming trends, 
such as the delocalisation and densification of the 
personal living space, new ways of thinking are 
necessary to generate future benefits. 

The unexpected twist in this project was the 
outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. Quick changes 
and adjustments were needed. That showed 
once again how important organisation and time 
management is to adapt to the new situation. 

Different then expected the main part of the thesis 
has been done in home office. It was possible to 
have scheduled meetings during that time, but 
spontaneous conversations with colleagues at 
work were missing. Often exactly those quick and 
impulsive talks are evident to get new insight and 
point of views. The experience of the home office 
taught how important social interaction is, not only 
in the free time but also in the work environment. 
Also the exchange of data, was often difficult 
and time consuming, because certain security 
regulations had to be met.
However the pandemic shows also the people`s 
need to change their environment after a while 
to think free again, which is also underlining the 
potential of a mobile space. Especially in case of 
shared apartments, where private space is rare.
One of the personal goals during this project was 
to use a real-time render engine to visualise the 
final result. However without having access to the 
facilities of the university and company, it was only 
partly possible.
In the end everything worked out. For sure the 
final output would have been different in a normal 
situation, but nevertheless the author is proud with 
the achieved result. 
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PLAN CHANGES

MAR

CONCEPT & RESEARCH

WORKSHOP

ADVANCED RESEARCH & EARLY IDEATION

IDEATION

CAD IDEATION

PROJECT KICK-OFF RESEARCH REVIEW & 
CONCEPT FREEZE

MID-REVIEW & 
DESIGN FREEZE(20.-24.01.2020)

(17.02.2020) (12.03.2020)

JAN FEB

REPORT

ADVANCED IDEATION

Due to the Covid-19 outbreak many plan changes 
were required. Therefore most of the thesis 
work has been done in home office with remote 
presentations and feedback from the supervisors 
of the university and the collaborating design 

department of BMW. Regarding the project, the 
main focus of the final output shifted from a 
physical model to a digital elaboration of the 
concept.
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APPENDIX

_Accommodation in Munich 30500 sek
_Accommodation in Umeå 1500 sek

_Travel costs 8200 sek

_monthly salary by BMW 10000 sek
_max. internal budget for project 100000 sek

_used budget 0 sek
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